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ABSTRACT

As we know this Plant Engineering subject is the main subject that has been taken 

for the diploma Mechanical Engineering (manufacturing) students. In this subject has a 

one-hour segment for the students do the lab at the workshop. There are five experiments 

that have to do by the students.
First and second experiment is alignment machine. The machines are lathe and 

milling machine. The purpose o f this experiment is to make sure the machine is in stable 

position to use.
Third experiment is machine installation. Spirit level is used in this experiment in 

order to do leveling. Fourth experiment is pump service, whereby the process o f install 
and uninstall has been done. The last experiment is mounting and dismounting bearing. It 
is to show the correct method or technique to mounting and dismounting bearing without 
damage the shaft and the bearing.

We hope with this experiment, the student more understand what they leam about 
this subject in the class
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CH APTER 1: BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT

1.1 Introduction
Nowadays, anything must be done easier. Students have to complete their 

study with practical or experiment. So we make this manual lab to make the 
student easy to do their experiment in this subject.

Actually this idea comes from our supervisor Mr. Mohd Rozaiman Aziz who 
is also the lecturer of this subject. He wants the report for this experiment is more 
uniform and systematic. Continuing his idea we make the manual lab come to a 
reality.

Truthly it is difficult to make this manual lab because this is the first manual 
lab in this subject and we don’t have enough experience and reference. From our 
supervisor, we only get the concept of the project.

1.20bjectives
Guideline lab for plant engineering.

^  To synchronize the lab report.
^  To help student and lecturer to do the experiment more easier
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